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Omi looked at Kaelin’s retreating back, a strange look on his face.

  At the beginning, when he refused Zhu Yan, the other party directly
generated 5 star hatred for him.

   Now, she also rejected Kaelin, but she has a 5-star favorability score for
herself?

   Omi couldn’t help touching his nose, thinking: Sure enough, handsome men
are more popular with women.

   Then, he followed and walked forward.

   After Omi got Kaelin’s help, he was obviously much lighter on the path of
life.

  When we reached 8100 meters, we had to stop because of pressure.

   Then, he walked a certain distance on the roads of metal, wood, water, fire,
earth, yin, yang, etc., and had a deeper understanding of all the laws.
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   “Hoo!”

  Omi let out a light breath after leaving Time Changhe, causing a cool breeze
to blow over the whole earth, which was very comfortable.

   His cultivation has grown tremendously.

   Then, he focused his attention on the curse technique and Zhu Yan again.

“Yes!”

   In the inner space, 1 million spirit stones were directly turned into fly ash.

  …

on the other hand.
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  In the endless starry sky.

   Zhu Yan, the Sect Master of the Demon Gate, the Sect Master of the Water
God Palace, the Sect Master of the Wan Yao Sect and the Sect Master Lei Sect,
the masters of several major forces are fighting together.

  The space is shattered, and the wind howls.

  The aftermath of the terrifying battle turned hundreds of thousands of miles
into nothingness.

   I have to say that the strength of Zhu Yan and the Sect Master of Demon
Gate is really good.

  Two vs three, but it didn’t fall behind.

   Even faintly suppressed the opponent.

  When Zhu Yan was about to use a unique trick and seriously injure the
Master of the Water God Palace in one fell swoop…

   “Shut!”

   At this moment, Zhu Yan’s body suddenly filled with black oozing air.

   This black gas, like a devil, entangled him tightly, making his face turn black
and white, twisting constantly.

   couldn’t help but let out a painful howl.

   In the battle of masters, even the slightest error may cause great danger.

   The Master of the Water God Palace will not miss the opportunity.

   He mobilized his energy, and from the dimensional space, spurted tens of
thousands of meters of water column, like laser rays, from all directions, all
slammed onto Zhu Yan.

   “Boom!”

   “Boom!”

   Zhu Yan spit out a mouthful of blood, the armor on the body was cracked
and broken, and the whole person was like a deflated ball, completely wilted.

  The Sect Master of the Demon Sect saw this, and his figure stagnant slightly.



  Sect Master of Wan Yaozong and Sect Master Lei Zong seized the
opportunity and shot at him in unison.

  The Sect Master of the Demon Sect had to dodge in a hurry, his figure
flashed, he came directly to Zhu Yan’s side, and whispered: “Go!”

   The two of them jumped and disappeared into the endless void.

Although   won the victory, the Palace Master of Water God Palace, the Sect
Master of Wan Yaozong, and the Sect Master of Lei Zong did not show too happy
expressions.

   The three of them looked at each other, and then there was a sound of
discussion.

   “Did you just see it?”

   “It seems that Zhu Yan is indeed cursed.”

   “Having the power to curse Zhuyan…what is it?”

   The three fell into a brief silence.

   Although, I don’t want to admit it.

   However, Zhu Yan’s strength is indeed stronger than them.

   You can curse Zhu Yan, then you can curse them too.

   An existence hidden in the dark with a powerful curse power is very scary.

  …

   At this moment, a clear reminder sounded in Omi’s mind.

  Omi heard the words, the corner of his mouth twitched slightly, and said,
“Finally seriously injured, we have to continue to work hard!”

   The next day, he cursed Zhu Yan as scheduled.

   On the third day, continue the curse.

  …

   In the blink of an eye, a year has passed.



  In the endless starry sky, Vulcan Palace.

   Zhu Yan’s body suddenly filled with endless black energy, and his whole
body kept twisting.

   He roared wildly like a beast.

“what!”

   “Who! Who the **** is cursing!”

   “Demon? Lord of the Demon Gate!”

   Zhu Yan seems to have figured out everything.

   That’s right!

  must be the Lord of the Demon Gate.

   He cursed himself, thus forcing himself to ally with him, and attacked the
Water God Palace, Wan Yaozong and Lei Zong.

   No wonder the Lord of the Demon Gate promised himself so easily!

   Zhu Yan madly shouted: “The Lord of the Demon Sect curses me, causing my
heart to have demonic thoughts and shattering my soul! I will curse the Lord of
the Demon Sect at the cost of all my life and energy!”

   His voice spread wildly, rippling throughout the universe, attracting the
attention of countless people.

   Then, Zhu Yan turned into a huge fireball, rushing up, and in the end, it
exploded like a huge fireworks in the air.

   Gorgeous, bright, and radiant.

   Countless heaven and earth vibrated crazily.

  See here…

   The disciples of the Fire God Palace all fell to their knees.

   Then, someone shouted loudly.
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   “The person who will kill the devil!”

   “Kill the Demon Gate!”

  …

   In fact, Zhu Yan’s voice not only caused the enmity of the Vulcan Palace
disciples.

   also attracted the targeting of the Demon Sect by many major forces such as
the Water God Palace, Wan Yaozong, Lei Zong and so on.

As soon as   came, the Water God Palace, Wan Yaozong and Lei Zong all had
hatred against the Demon Sect.

  Secondly, if the Demon Gate can curse and kill Zhu Yan, then he will
definitely be able to curse and kill himself.

   This unknown and terrifying force must be killed!

   As a result, the Demon Sect, which was originally repelled by many forces,
directly became the target of public criticism.

   One place is destroyed, one planet will be occupied…

   For a while, the Demon Gate was like a rat crossing the street, everyone
shouting and beating.

   This change caught Momen by surprise.

  Many high-level officials were forced to hold emergency meetings.

   “Nearly one-third of our Demon Gate base has been destroyed, and the
losses are heavy!”

   “Nowadays, it is very difficult for our Demon Sect to recruit new disciples.”

   “Recruiting new disciples? Recently, a large number of old disciples are
leaving the Demon Sect.”

  …

  When everyone in the Demon Sect said this, they all frowned.

   This is definitely the biggest crisis of the Demon Gate for countless years.



   At this moment, someone from suddenly said, “Sect Master, have you really
mastered the powerful curse power?”

  When everyone heard the words, Qi Qi set their eyes on the main seat, tall
and tall, with facial features hidden in the black mist on the door owner.

  The Sect Master of the Demon Sect sighed and said, “Never.”

   He was also helpless.

  At the beginning, Zhu Yan took the initiative to find himself, and wanted to
join forces with himself to deal with the Water God Palace, Wan Yaozong and Lei
Zong.

  The Demon Gate has a great hatred with these sects.

   Therefore, the Sect Master of Demon Gate did not hesitate at all, and
immediately agreed.

   In the beginning, the Sect Master of the Demon Gate was also prepared.

  Worried that Zhu Yan is a fake cooperation.

   But, over time.

  The Demon Gate Sect Master found that Zhu Yan really wanted to deal with
the Water God Palace, Wan Yaozong and Lei Zong.

   Even, what he did was quite the magic door style.

   As a result, the Sect Master of the Demon Gate gradually felt relieved.

   Never thought that Zhu Yan would come out like this before he died?
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